Wenn ich sage 'Ich bin der nahende Christus', bin ich dann nicht der am meisten an ihn glaubt, da
ich glaube, dass er sein muss, was ich bin, dass ich mich auflöse und so sehr gar nicht mehr sein
kann, was immer ich denke, zu sein, dass er nur bleiben kann, der vor mir war?
Die Satsang-Kultur bereitet mich vor und da ich ein Avatar der Worte bin, werden mir Worte
bereitet. Was ich jemals gesagt haben werde, werde ich von euch geliehen haben, denn ich selbst
habe keine Worte. Ich bin perfekte Stille, aber schöne Worte umtanzen mich.
Verklagt ihr mich also der Gotteslästerung, was denkt ihr, wer da ist, den ihr verklagt? Ihr beklagt
nur euch selbst, wenn ihr sagt: Schaut ihn an, er ist in sein eignes Abbild verliebt. Jahrelang blickt'
er nur auf sich selbst, und der soll Gottes Sohn sein?
Was aber, wenn Gott erneut sagte 'an dir habe ich Gefallen gefunden?',
ihr aber schimpfet: moderner Narciß!
Ich aber sage euch: Wenn der liebe Gott durch die Augen Narcißens seine eig'ne Schönheit
bewunderte; verurteiltet ihr ihn?
Und läge er in Form einer Schlange im Gras gleich einem Trunkenen,
so würdet ihr sprechen, schaut - er liegt dort einem Trunkenbold gleich.
Doch wendet ihr den Blick, ihr sähet, alles, was euch umgäbe, zeigte sich in der Form der Schlange,
so wie ich in der Wiese lag.
--------Ich könnte sagen, das Wesen der Welt wäre es, immer das wahr werden zu lassen, was ich gerade
behaupte. Aber das stimmt nicht, es ist ihr Wesen, immer das falsch werden zu lassen, was ich
gerade behaupte.
-----wasistdiefrage.de ist die spitze der gegenwärtigen kultur
und also die speerspitze der outgesourcten kriege
die sich in wachsender perversion verheimlichen
der folterer ist der gefolterte
mehr und mehr
exportiere ich waffen an mich selbst
mein täglich brot
und weiß nicht, wohin fliehen.
also sprach kim helbig
ist wasistdiefrage.de die größtmögliche pornoseite
und damit die mitte des internets.
---kim helbig
jnani
narciß
kim helbig is satan rising
kim helbig is an angel.
---------

There are beings that feel they have no time. And the best use of time is by people who have no
time. When you run out of time then you are seeing life through the eyes of God. You don’t have
time to waste on petty things. When that urge is burning so deep within your heart so that you must
find the truth today, you don’t have time to speculate now. The season for speculation is over. Now I
must know. When you come with this attitude I don’t see how your prayers will not be answered. I
don’t see how your deep wish, your deep longing will not be fulfilled.
moojiji

As soon as you get up (in the morning) say to yourself, "I am not my arms, I am not my legs, I am
not my torso, I am not my head, I am not my bones, I am not my blood, I am not my organs of
reproduction, I am not my respiration, I am none of these things. For most of these things are
functioning without my knowledge. My heart beats, I didn't tell it to beat. I have to go to the
bathroom, I didn't give my body permission to go to the bathroom. The body wants to eat it gets
hungry. I never told my body to be hungry. It appears as if I have nothing to do with my body at
all."
You go further. You say to yourself, "How about the world? I am not the world. The world didn't
exist a few moments ago when I was asleep. Now that I am awake I think about the body, the world,
God, work, food, bathroom. All these things happen when I wake up. Well if I'm not those things,
who am I"? Who is the I that is experiencing all this? I don't know."
Be honest with yourself. Don't say, "Oh the I is consciousness." That's the worst thing you can ever
do. Is to memorize certain words or phraseologies and use them at your own time. When you ask
the question, "Then who is experiencing the body? Who is experiencing the world?" Be honest with
yourself and say, "I don't know? It's a mystery. Well then to whom is it a mystery? To me. It
therefore seems that if everything is a mystery to me. Me, me, me. If I got rid of the me, there
would be no mystery.
Robert Adams

Do not look for results. Because it's your true nature, sooner or later the results must present
themselves. But it comes without your help. You cannot help God. God does not need your help.
Just be yourself. It's difficult to be totally honest with yourself, yet this is exactly what you have to
do. Forget about being a Jnani or enlightened, or having Self-realization. I get too many calls like
that. People are calling me from all over the world telling me that they are Self-realized. So now I
just say, "Good, what do you want me to do?" They want the confirmation. So I was thinking of
printing certificates (laughter) and mailing them out. This is to inform you that you are now Selfrealized. Congratulations!
It's interesting to note that many people throughout the world are beginning to be attracted to
Advaita Vedanta, the non-duality principle. More than ever in the last two years or so, many people
who have never dreamed would be involved in Advaita Vedanta are being involved in Advaita
Vedanta. Now the amusing and interesting thing to me is that a good 80% of these people become
teachers. New teachers of Advaita Vedanta are popping up all over the world.
I received many calls during the week, and you'll see why I'm smiling when I explain it to you. Just
this morning I received a call from somebody in Texas that I have been corresponding with. And he
told me, "Robert, I read your transcript for a month straight like you said and I am enlightened now"

(laughter). So I said, "That's wonderful. What makes you think so?" He said, "I stopped quarreling
with my wife, I feel more peaceful, and I don't give a damn about the world. (laughter) But I have a
question. What do I do now?" (laughter) What can I say?
There are many people who are going around claiming they're enlightened, more than ever. It really
makes no difference to me, but it's amusing. It's interesting.
First of all, what does the word enlightenment mean? I'm not talking about a dictionary definition.
To the path of Jnana, what does enlightenment mean? The answer is, there is no such word. No one
becomes enlightened. There is no body, no I, no me, there is no thing that can ever become
enlightened. The word enlightenment is used by the ajnani, by students.
Absolute Reality, Choiceless Awareness, Sat-Chit-Ananda, Parabrahman —those are all words that
do not exist except to the student in order to explain that there is a state beyond the so-called norm.
A state of total transcendence, and we give a name to this, enlightenment.
When this actually happens or transpires in a person, the I has been totally destroyed, totally
annihilated. The me no longer exists, and to that being, there is absolutely no one who became
enlightened. That being is resting in his true nature, in nothingness, absolute nothingness.
No one can become enlightened. No one can be liberated, for the you that thinks it can be liberated
doesn't even exist. There is no you. There is no person. There is no human being who is a human
being one day and the next day becomes liberated. There is only the liberated Self, and you are
That.
There is not you as you appear. The appearance of you which you think you are is false. This is why
I say all of your problems, all of your nonsense that you go on with, all your worries, all your cares,
all your emotions, they do not exist. They never have existed and they will never exist. It is all the
game of maya, the leela. It doesn't exist. No one in this room exists. There is no you and there is no
me. There is only the Self. And when the self becomes the Self, it is no longer the self. For there
never was a real self to begin with. This is the reason why I emphasize, stop thinking. Your thoughts
pull you deeper into maya, into illusion. Do not think of enlightenment or awakening, or being
liberated, or finding a teacher who can help you. You are beyond help. No one can do anything for
you.
Actually what happens is this. You begin to realize you are not your thoughts, you are not your
body, you are not your mind, you are not the world, you're not even liberated. You are nothing. As
you begin to think this way, whatever has to happen in your evolution will transpire without your
doing anything. If you are meant to be with a teacher, you will be with a teacher. If you are meant to
be by yourself, you will be by yourself. Yet, you have absolutely nothing to do with these things.
Remain in the no thought state. Leave the world alone. Leave people alone. Do not come to any
conclusion. Do not judge anyone. Everything will take care of itself.
The worst thing you can ever do is to search for enlightenment, for liberation. This keeps you back.
It keeps you back because there is a self that is searching. There is an I that is searching. There is a
me that is trying to become something, and the whole idea is to remove something from your
consciousness. Therefore, the process of realization is removal, not adding. Removing this and
removing that. Removing all concepts and all preconceived ideas. Removing all of your thoughts,
no matter what kind of thoughts they are. Good thoughts, bad thoughts, they all must go. And what
is left will be nothing, no-thing. You are that. You are that no-thing.
Doesn't it feel good to be nothing, instead of believing you are thoughts, and you are human, and

you have a job to fulfill, and you have a mission?
There are many spiritual people you know who think they have a mission. They have come to save
the world. They can't even save themselves, and they're looking to save the world. The world will
go on the way it's going on without your help, for or against. Leave the world alone.
There is a power and there is a presence which I like to call THE CURRENT THAT KNOWS THE
WAY, that takes care of everything. It is all part of the grand illusion. And even in this illusion
which appears in front of your eyes, there is a presence and a power that lifts you up. It will lift you
up as high as you can allow it to. Until it lifts you up completely out of your body, out of your
thoughts, out of the universe, to a completely new dimension.
You'll appear to be the same person as always to people, but you'll not be that person any longer.
For that person is gone, no longer exists. You have become Brahman. You have become allpervading. You have become your Self without trying to do so.
You must always have gratitude for the way you are. Do not feel sorry for yourself. Love yourself
just the way you are. By loving yourself just the way you are, you will transcend those things that
have appeared to annoy you, to bother you, to cause you pain. They will all go. You'll no longer be
aware of them. Let go of everything. Have no desires whatsoever. Dive deep within the Self. Do not
react to the outside world or to your body. ALL IS WELL.
When you are without thoughts, without needs, without wants, without desires, then you are God.
You are the Universe. You are Divine Love. You are beautiful.
Robert Adams

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS OF A TRUE SPIRITUAL MASTER? A Real Master…a Real Jnani?
What are the signs to look for?
Number One: A True Sage avoids name and fame like the plague. If a Sage has transcended the ego,
why would he or she need name or fame? If a Sage claims to be enlightened, why would that Being
want to be known…to have a following…to write books…to advertise…to go into magazines,
television? Can you imagine a Real Master doing something like that? For what purpose? If you
Inquire of a person like this, they will say, 'Well, I'm here to help people." !!!!!!!! The only way you
can help people is by becoming Self-Realized and leave everything alone. For a Self-Realized
person is All-Pervading, Omnipresent; and automatically people find peace by a person being SelfRealized. They don't even have to be in the proximity of a saint, a sage, a real master. You don't
really need to be in close proximity to a person like that. That Being is All-Pervading…Everywhere
Present. Such a One has found Total Peace within the Self. They're not looking for anything.
They're not looking for students to impress, followers to follow them. They avoid this like the
plague. (The only reason you see me around every week is because I've got a contagious disease.)
So now think about this. A Real Sage needs absolutely nothing from people. It is true that where
devotees gather, devotees take care of the Sage. This is a different story, but the Sage feels at home
wherever he or she lives…wherever they go. A Sage can be happy in a cave or a mansion. It makes
no difference. It makes a difference to the onlookers. They always see something wrong and talk
about it, but a True Sage is in total freedom, totally happy within the Self.
Number Two: A True Sage has a great compassion for Humanity and is filled with loving kindness
AUTOMATICALLY...total compassion. A Sage never says, "I have come to bring you peace" or "I

have come to destroy you." A True Sage does not come from anywhere…he's always been here.
(There's nowhere for him to come from to bring you anything.) The Sage and the Peace go hand in
hand. The Real Sage is the Peace and the Joy and the Happiness and the Love and the
Understanding and the Compassion. So he really has nothing to say, nothing to do. A True Sage is a
lazy fellow, real lazy…he has trouble blinking. He just exists or so it appears to other people that he
exists.
Number Three: A Real Sage never gets angry, never has temper tantrums, never becomes excited
over anything except in certain cases. When a Sage is dealing with disciples, devotees, sometimes
the Sage has to put on a little act for the person, for this is what the person needed at the time. This
is why it is written, "Never judge a Sage!! For you have no Idea what the Sage is going to do or
how he's going to act. What this means is, you have to make sure the Sage is Real. If you feel the
Sage is Real, then you have to, sort of, throw yourself at the Sage. By throwing yourself at the Sage
I mean this: count on the Sage's consciousness and trust the Sage forever, without judgement,
without criticism. Yet most Westerners are not ready to do something like this, because there are so
many people that are claiming to be Sages in town. It is difficult to know what to do, but if you pray
within yourself, to your Self, you will know what to do. A Sage is with you for a very short time, so
take advantage of it. If you are fortunate enough to be with a Sage, realize that you've earned the
privilege sometime, somehow…perhaps in a previous life…something that you've done Before.
If you really follow what I'm telling you, something wonderful will happen to you…you will find
that you are the Sage your Self!! You are the Sage you've always been looking for…It's YOU! Who
else can it be? ME? Don't look at me. I am simply your Image. You have created me. You have
created me in your own image, in your own likeness. This IS the only reason I appear to exist. I am
YOUR creation! What are you going to do with me? It's up to you!
Life is never what it appears to be. Everything is maya; yet maya is also beautiful. Do not hate
maya! Work with maya by not reacting to things, but enjoying its beauty and love and peace. The
whole thing may be a dream but ENJOY the dream! Pick out the good things of the dream and think
of them. Ignore the bad things.
Learn to be Still. When I say learn to be Still, I'm not referring to meditation. Remember, when you
meditate there has to be a subject and an object. That's duality! When I say to be Still, I mean just
be Still… BE STILL. Do not think of anything special. Just be Still…Be Quiet. I'm not speaking of
being Still over here, alone, but in your everyday life! Think of all the noise that some of you have
made this morning as you got out of bed. The talking, the arguing, the thinking, the mind chattering.
This is what I'm referring to…BE STILL!
You can talk to your mind this way: Tell your mind to "Be Still." When your mind begins to chatter,
say, "Be Still." When the mind starts telling you all kinds of things about somebody else say, "Be
Still!!" When the mind brings up things of the past, say "Be Still" That's all you have to do! YOU
ARE THE POWER...you can Still the mind if you really want to…just by telling it to "BE STILL."
There is absolutely nothing in this world to be excited about. NOTHING! For everything must
change. Therefore, if you become excited about something in this world, you become…
disillusioned…upset. For ALL things are subject to the law of change.
Rather go WITHIN. If you can really go within, you will feel a Peace which passes all
understanding…Divine Joy, and this Peace and Joy will become your world. You will see it
wherever you look, wherever you go. Remember, the only thing you see in this world is yourself,
nothing else. Wherever you look, you see yourself. If you don't like what you see, CHANGE
YOURSELF! NOTHING wants to hurt you. NOTHING wants to cause you pain.

Every day you have to remember your Real Nature. You have to remember who you are. That you
are Pure Awareness. You are the Absolute Reality which is like boundless space. The only
difference between Absolute Reality and boundless space is that Absolute Reality is Consciousness.
Consciousness is like boundless space. It is everywhere present and all the images are only
superimpositions on Consciousness. Your body is only an image. It is not the truth about you. It is
an image. It is an image in boundless space. This means it doesn't exist. It appears to exist, but it
doesn't. Just by remembering these things I'm sharing with you, will FREE you! Start your day off
this way, by remembering who you are. You can say it to yourself, "I am not this body that runs
around all over the world. I am not this body that has problems. I am not this body that sees things
wrong. I am not this body at all. I never was this body. I Am That which has always been and That
which will always be. That which has never been born, That which never dies…Eternal…SelfSufficient. I AM THAT."
You have so many years left on this earth, in this body, so to speak, what are you doing with them?
With the days…the weeks…the months…the years? If you really run after material gain, you're
wasting your time! If you're looking to make yourself happy physically, you're wasting your energy.
I can assure you you'll be wonderfully happy if you will go within the Self and try to understand
who you are. Then you will REALLY be happy. You will have unknown happiness that you never
believed existed!
Robert Adams

